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and she was therefore obliged to make peace: Ripperda,
her chief minister, was dismissed.
but
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Elizabeth Farnese then appealed to Walpole to win the
recognition of her rights in Italy, and the Treaty of Seville
was signed by England and Spain in 1729, By this Treaty
Spain withdrew her recognition of the Ostend Company and
restored the commercial privileges of the English. On the
other side England undertook to see Don Carlos established
in Parma and Tuscany ; no definite settlement of the Spanish
claim to Gibraltar was mentioned, though that claim was
now virtually abandoned. The alliance of Spain and
Austria was now at an end, but England had the task of
bringing the Emperor to accept the conditions of the Treaty
of Seville. In this she succeeded, for by the Second Treaty
of Vienna (1731) the Emperor agreed to the establishment
of Don Carlos in Parma and his succession to Tuscany had
already been arranged with the Grand Duke : he also promised
to suppress the Ostend Company. In return, England and
Holland, who were also parties to the Treaty, ratified the
Pragmatic Sanction. This Treaty had, however, been
imder- negotiated by England in secret without reference to France;
for, as Walpole knew, the latter would not give an uncon-
ditional pledge to accept the Pragmatic Sanction. If, on
the one hand, the alliance of the Empire with Spain had been
dissolved, that between England and France had also been
undermined.
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Townshend's more vigorous foreign policy and his readi-
ness to abandon Whig traditions completely by using force
to make the Emperor accept the terms of the Treaty of
Seville, had made him an unpalatable colleague to Walpole.
He^ resigned and retired into private life; and Walpole was
-/ left in sole charge of English politics. QSe set himself with
great determination to secure for England a period of peace,
financial retrenchment, and economic development, by
withdrawing more definitely from European affairs. " His
politics were to keep free from all engagements as long as we
possibly can/'1 He recognised, even more clearly than his
predecessors, that peace was indispensable to the stability
1 Morley, Walpole, p. 203.

